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Sep 23, 2008. Two particular companies have websites that sell liquid soil conditioners
and aerators direct: Lazy Man (Outside Pride) and Nature's Lawn. (Dr. H Evans).. . Your
takeaway should be that no one option will work by itself, you . LazyMan Soil Doctor with
10-3-6 liquid fertilizer combines liquid lawn. . exactly sure how it works, but I think it has
something to do with the microbes in the soil. LazyMan Soil Doctor is your all in our source
to lawn aerate, fertilize, and dethatch. Even on sports fields where compaction is great, this
lawn aerator will work. July 18, 2012, I bought LazyMan Soil Doctor for my yard. and thick
and this is supposed to be a salt tolerant grass so I think it will work well here in Hawaii.
LazyMan Soil Doctor. Question: Do you need to irrigate after applying LazyMan ?. You can
apply the LazyMan Liquid Gold, Aerator, and Dethatcher all right .
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